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Senator Information 

General Assembly Senator:  Mykenna Roy 

Constituency:   On-Campus Living Area 

Contact Information: roy.457@osu.edu or text me at 440-867-6339  

Meetings and Events Attended/Hosted 

Date Organization/Event 
Name 

Discussion Topics Primary 
Contact Info 
for 
Organization/G
roup 

10/26/23 “Meet Your Senators” tabling event 

hosted by the On-Campus senators 

Everything from past resolutions, current ones 

in progress, and future resolution ideas from 

students who live on campus  

Me! (Mykenna Roy) 

roy.457@osu.edu 

 

Since being elected to be part of the General Assembly, what have 

you done to represent the student voice in the chamber and in other 

relevant circumstances? 
 

My activities as a senator in the General Assembly so far have been: 

- Joining 4 committees: Academic Affairs (AA), Health & Safety (H&S), Oversight, 

and Steering 

- Becoming legislative coordinator of the AA committee 

- Forming multiple group chats to connect other AA senators AND other On-

Campus senators 

- Passing AA bylaws 

- Meeting with members from the AA issues committee to discuss collaborative 

efforts and resolution ideas 

- Drafting resolutions pertaining to Academic Affairs 

- Passing an Emergency Resolution to expand the Office of Institutional Equity’s 

hate crime reporting system 
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- Organizing a tabling event for other senators within my constituency so it could 

be easy to remain accessible and inclusive to all 

- Tabling with other senators within my constituency and having conversations 

about how to improve the on-campus living area 

- Heeding advice and concerns from students both within and outside of my 

constituency 

- Collaborating with USG groups outside of AA and H&S to explore other areas of 

potential concern 

- Working with the chair of the Undergraduate Black Caucus to amplify their voices 

through a resolution that supports the expansion of resources pertaining to 

incidents of discrimination/bias 

- Introduced myself as an on-campus senator within my public affairs class so that 

interested students could present their concerns to me at any time.  

- Took on an additional role within University Senate to better advocate for my 

specific constituency, as the vast majority of university senators do not live on 

campus (but thousands of students do, so representation is important) 

- Advocated specifically for improved housing and dining options in Framework 

3.0, the university’s next biggest improvement plan 

- And finally, made this constituency report in a simple yet comprehensive, easy to 

read format so my constituents can read each individual task and bring them up 

with me directly. 

 


